LYRICS FOR U = U SONG

CHORUS
FIGHT STIGMA NOT SCIENCE
U EQUALS U
BREAK BARRIERS EVERYWHERE
U EQUALS U
PROMOTE FACTS NOT FEAR
U EQUALS U
BUILD BRIDGES EVERYWHERE
U EQUALS U

VERSE 1
SCIENCE HAS PROVEN THAT O OH OH .......... SOMEBODY ON EFFECTIVE HIV TREATMENT CANNOT PASS IT ON SEXUALLY YOU ADHERE WELL BE UNDETECTABLE AND UNDETECTABLE EQUALS UNTRANSMITTABLE OH EHH

(REPEAT CHORUS)

INTERLUDE & SPOKEN WORDS
LET'S EMBRACE THE TIRELESS ENERGY OF RESEARCHERS FOR COMING UP WITH THESE WONDERFUL STUDIES THE SWISS STUDY HPTN 052 OPPOSITE ATTRACT AND THE PARTNER STUDIES ONE AND TWO THIS MEANS WE ARE CLOSE TO A CURE

VERSE 2
ALL PEOPLE AROUND THE WORLD UNITE FOR A NOBLE CAUSE ADVOCATING FOR HIV TREATMENT FOR ALL AND THIS WILL HELP US HIT THE TARGET OF 90-90-90 BY 2030

INTERLUDE
(REPEAT CHORUS *2)
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